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Motivations & Objectives
I Challenge for industrial robotics: frequent introduction
of new objects to grasp requires robotic adaptation.
I Optimization techniques allow robot adaptation, but are time
consuming, reducing their usefulness in real-world settings.
I We base our work on Transfer Learning, benefiting from
a source transfer to obtain a jumpstart[1].
I Indeed, we propose to reduce the training time by initializating
a Bayesian Optimization algorithm with previously optimized sets of parameters for objects similar to the
new one.

Similarity Metrics
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PyBullet simulator

Figure 4: PyBullet based simulator, including top view from a RGB-D camera
above the picking box.

I Parallel-jaws gripper with cubic objects randomly dropped in a
pick-box. RGB-D camera provided on top of the pick-box.
I Grasp from vertical approach with known object location, targetting the highest one.
I 4 grasp parameters: height offset, grip opening (when approaching), border box avoidance x and y.

Transfer Learning for robot grasping

Figure 1: Architecture of the Deep Neural Network to extract features of point
clouds from industrial objects.

I Preprocessing: Aligns the models (eigenvectors of the PCA).
I Modified PointNet [2] trained on ModelNet40 dataset, applied on
144 point clouds of industrial cars pieces.
I Input: any unorder set of 1024 points (centered and scaled).
I Distance: between the features obtained (euclidian or cosine)
I We discard the classification layers (keep only the global features).

Figure 5: Bayesian Optimisation of 4x2 grasp parameters without (left) and with
(right) loaded optimitized parameters of similar pieces as initial design. Curve
is obtained from loess regression with span=0.8.
Figure 2: Example of the similarity metrics between industrial objects

I mlrMBO R-package with Expected Quantile Improvement (β =
0.75), initial design of 8 points, 30 iterations, 3 finalizations.
I 15 pick/place attempts with 10 cubes in bulk (known locations).
I Objective function: number of successful pick/place.

Conclusion and Future Work
I Proof of concept to increase the convergence of a Bayesian
Optimization algorithm with similarity-based initialization
I Future Work:
• Additional similarity metrics (weights, material, etc.)
• Use of a real robot (UR3)
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Figure 3: Similarity Matrix of the 144 models in the database
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